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Exercise 14 (4 points).
Let
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Following the proof, the mood -/.�0 ��132 - � 054 1 could be called Homalis.
Give

�����
-proofs in the graphic representation (1½ points each) and find names consistent

with the medieval mnemonics (½ point each) for the following three moods:

AeB BiA
CoB BaC
AoC AiC %

Exercise 15 (7 points).
Let 6 be a set of states and 7 8 6 9:6 an accessibility relation. We say “state ; is
conceivable by anyone in state < ” for <=7=; . Let > be a set of objects, and ?@8A6 9B> a
relation. We say “object C exists in state < ” for <5?DC . For each <
EB6 , we have a strict linear
order FHG of > , and we say “in state < , object C is better than object I ” for IJFKGJC .

We call LM6 � 7 � > � ? � LNFOGQP�<RES6RTUT an ontological frame if 7 is reflexive (i.e., < is conceiv-
able by anyone in state < ), and the following principle “Existence is better than nonexistence”
(EBN) holds:

(EBN) For all C , I and < , if <=?VC and WX<=?DI , then IJFYGJC .

The central argument of Anselm’s ontological proof is “if something is such that nothing better
can be conceived, then it must exist”. Formulate this argument in the language of ontological
frames and prove it (4 points).
Given an example of an ontological frame where there is no object “such that nothing better
can be conceived” (3 points).
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Exercise 16 (7 points).
Read the text

Paul Vincent Spade, Why Don’t Mediaeval Logicians Ever Tell Us What They’re
Doing? Or, What Is This, A Conspiracy?, preprint 2000

(PDF file on the course webpage) and answer the following questions:
(1) What are Spade’s four ‘exhibits’ for the thesis that “we simply don’t know what is

going on”? (¼ point each)
(2) According to Spade, what does Richard Billingham mean by “immediate terms”? (2

point)
(3) Spade is not concerned that Billingham’s proof of “A man runs” doesn’t prove any-

thing we didn’t know before. What is it that causes Spade trouble with Billingham’s
example? (2 points)

(4) Would Spade subscribe to the following statements (1 point each):
(a) ‘We don’t understand medieval logic because we don’t have a full grasp of the

underlying medieval philosophy.’
(b) ‘For the theories mentioned in the four exhibits, the historically earliest texts are

lost, and this is the main reason why we don’t understand what is going on.’

Exercise 17 (4 points).
Many medieval authors think of disjunction as an operator on finite sets of sentences and
define ��������� � % % % � ��	�
 to be true if exactly one of the �� is true.
If � is a binary truth function (i.e., a function from

	�� ���" 9 	�� ���  to
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), we can use it to
recursively define � -ary truth functions by
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We say that an � -ary truth function & is induced by � if & � �$	 . Show that medieval disjunc-
tion ��� is not induced by any binary truth function.
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